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1. Basic definitions 
Let there be given the power series 
F , (x )= Y'.f~kx ~, i=1 ,2 , . . . , s ,  
k=0 
where s > 1 is a fixed integer. A vector L = (ll, 12,... , ls) with integer components I i >/ - 1 is 
also given; at least one of them is non-negative. A system ~(L)  = (P1, P2,---, Ps) of polynomi- 
als is called Pad6-Hermite form (PHF) if 
(1) at least one of them does not vanish identically, 
(2) ~Pi <~ l i (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  s), where 3P is the degree of a polynomial P (by definition, 3P = - 1 
if P = 0), 
(3) the remainder 
R -  R(L )  := k I~;Vi 
i=1  
satisfies the condition ord R >i X(L), where 
) t (L )  := ll +12 + . . .  +ls + s -1  
is the degree 2t(L) of order L and 
ord Y'~ rkx ~ = ~o 
k=0 
if and only if r o . . . . .  r,o-1 = 0, r,o va 0. 
The conditions (2) and (3) lead to a system of X(L) linear homogeneous equations with 
X(L) + 1 unknown coefficients of P1, P2 , . . . ,  Ps. It has a non-trivial solution, i.e. a Pad6-Hermite 
form q,(L) exists. 
One can easily find some series F// that the space of all PHFs for a fixed L is multidimen- 
sional. In order to avoid this essential non-uniqueness it suffices to limit oneself to normal series 
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systems. A system (Fa, F2,..., Fs) is called normal if for any L 
A(L)-=a(t,, t:,...,l,) 
'fl0 0 f~o 0 
f l0  fsO 
f ix  "'" f l .x - , ,  Lx  "'" fs.x-,  
*0 ,  X'= X(L); 
in particular, f,-0 4:0 for i = 1, 2,... ,  s. It can be shown that if a system is normal then, for every 
order L, 
(1) PHF ~(L) is defined uniquely up to a constant factor, 
(2) ~Pi = li (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  s), 
(3) there is a normalization of q~(L) such that for l i >/0 the coefficient of x li in Pi is equal to 
(_ 1)(,,+1+1)+ . . .  ( l ,+1~ A( /1 , .  " " ,  / i - l ,  / i -  1, l i+l,. . .  , Is) 
and that 
R(x) . . . .  
The last property permits us to call X(L) a degree of qs(L). 
The normality hypothesis is obligatory throughout this paper. We prove here that 
Pad6-Hermite forms satisfy some recurrence relations. They enable us to move in a s-dimen- 
sional Pad~-Hermite table in two different ways: 
(1) across this table (the degree of PHFs assumes only two neighbouring values), 
(2) along this table (the degree of each new PHF is greater by 1). 
In Pad6 approximation the corresponding relations connect approximants 
(1) of two consecutive antidiagonals, 
(2) of two consecutive diagonals, of one row, or of one column of a Pad6 table. 
It should be emphasized, however, that some relations in Pad6-Hermite approximation do not 
have their analogs in Pad6 approximation. 
2. Computation of two slices in a Pad6-Hermite table 
The set of all forms of degree X will be called Xth slice of a Pad~-Hermite table. 
Let m, n be integers uch that 0 ~< m < n and let din, d m+l,. . . ,  dn ~ { 1, 2,. . . ,  s }. For a given 
order L m of degree m we form a sequence 
L j :=L j _ I+Ea j  , j=m+l ,  m+2, . . . ,n ,  
where E a is the d th unit vector. Let Lj = (l j l ,  lj2,. •., ljs). Obviously, X(Lj) = j (m ~< j ~< n). The 
sequence {Lj } does not depend on d,, but this number is used in the following theorem. 
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Theorem 2.1. I f  lmdm >f 0 and 
d, 4: d m , d m + 1,' ' ' '  d,_ 1, 
then 
(~)( Lm -~ Ed -- Edm) : ~ /3jII}( Lj), 
j=m 
(1) 
(2) 
where for any fin 4:0 the remaining fij's are determined successively from the condition that the 
degree of the djth component of 
n 
is less than lid / All the coefficients are non-zero. 
Proof (by induction). Let 
L = ( l l ,  12 , . . . ,  Is), L* = L + E~, 3 _-,a d, l d >~ O. 
The dth components of qffL) and of 4,(L*) have the same degree la. For every/3* 4:0 there 
exists/3 4:0 such that the dth component of/34,(L) +/3%(L*)  has the degree not greater than 
l a -  1. More generally, the degree of every component of this sum does not exceed the 
corresponding component of 
L + E a - E d. (3) 
The degree of the 3th component equals l~ + 1, i.e. this component does not vanish. As the 
degrees of L and (3) are identical and ord(/3R(L) +/3*R(L* )) = ord L, 
ck(L + E 8 - Ed)=/3 , (L )  +/3 %(L*  ). (4) 
Hence (2) holds for m = n - 1 provided that d,_l ¢ d,. 
Let m be a natural number and /m_l,dm_ >0, dn4:dm_l, L'=Lm_a, 3"=d, ,  d:=dm_p 
Therefore L = L,,,_ 1 + Ea, = Lm + Ed° - Ed. Assume that (2) holds under the hypothesis (1) (the 
condition [md,~ ) 0 is true because lmdm = lm-l,d,, + 1). By (4) and (2) there exists constants ]3, 
fl * 4= 0 such that 
i dP(Lm_ l+Edo-Edml )=/3d~(tm_ l )+B * g~(L j )= ~ /~, (L j ) ,  
j=m j=m--1 ^ 
where all the flj's are non-zero. [] 
Knowing the PHFs of orders L~, Lm+l, . . . ,  L, and using only Theorem 2.1 one can find 
other forms of degrees m,. . . ,  n - 1. A more systematic procedure is based on the simplest case 
of Theorem 2.1 together with two other elementary theorems which we shall prove. Namely, it is 
possible, having several forms of degree m and m + 1, to find the whole of mth and (m + 1)st 
slices. In Pad6 approximation this corresponds to computation of two consecutive antidiagonals. 
Theorem 2.2. I f  L = ( ll, 12,..., l,), d I v a d2, la, >1 O, ld2 >/O, then for any "[1 4:0 there exists "[2 -'7t= 0 
such that 
Edi) +"[20(L- ed2) (51 
Proof is obvious. 
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Theorem 2.3. I l L  = (11, 42,..., ls), l~ >~ 0 ( i = 1, 2,..., s), 1 <~ d ~ s, then 
s 
¢(L+Ea)=f lx¢(L )+ E B/¢(L+E/), (6) 
j= l , j~d  
where for arbitrary f 4= 0 the f/'s are determined successively for j = 1,.. . ,  d - 1, d + 1,..., s in 
such a manner that the degree of the jth component of 
J 
fx+(L)+ E 
k=l ,k~d 
is not greater than lj. All the fly's are non-zero. 
Proof. By the hypothesis l i >/0 the components of xeo(L) have the degrees l 1 + 1, l 2 + 1,.. . ,  l s + 1. 
For q~(L + El) the corresponding degrees are l 1 + 1, 12,... , l s. Hence there exists a fll :g 0 such 
that the components of flxq~(L) + fll~(L + El) have the degrees l 1, 12 + 1,.. . ,  l s + 1. We may 
join other terms f /o(L + E/) ( j  4= d) and reduce at least to l / the  degree of the j th  component. 
It suffices to remark in addition that 
ord(flxR(L)+ ~ f /R (L+E/ ) )> I~(L )+I .  [] 
j=l, j4:d 
The formulae (5) and (6) generalize in a natural manner some formulae of Pad6 approximation 
which are denoted by 
respectively (cf., for instance, [2, Vol. I, pp. 90 and 92]). 
Another simple identity has not its analog in Pad6 approximation and is true only for s > 3: 
Theorem 2.4. I f  s >/3, L= (ll, 12,..., Is), the integers dl, d2, d3 from {1, 2,. . . ,  s} are pairwise 
different and Q >~ 0 ( j  = 1, 2, 3), then 
~.)( L -- Edl ) = f2(]) (L - Ed2 ) -Ju fBl~) ( L - Ed3), (7) 
where for arbitrary f2 4= 0 the coefficient f3 (also different from zero) is determined in such a 
manner that the degree of the dlth component of the combination is less than l ac 
Proof as for the preceding theorem. 
One can verify, e.g. for s = 3, that knowledge of several PHFs belonging to two consecutive 
slices, for instance the mth and (m + 1)st ones, permits to form these slices entirely. It suffices to 
apply the formulae (2) for n = m + 1, (5) and (6). The formula (7) is not needed. 
3. Computation of a sequence of PHFs 
We show here how to construct a sequence {q,(L/)} ( j  = O, 1, ... ), where 
L_ I .=  ( -1 ,  -1 , . . . ,  -1 ) ,  L/:=Lj_I+Edj, j=0 ,  1,. . . ,  
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and where doi • { 1, 2,.. . ,  s }. Let 
L j= ( ljl, l j2, . . . ,  ljs) • 
Then 
~( Lj)  = ( PjI, P j2, . . . ,  Pjs), 
where 3Pj i = lji (i = 1, 2,...). Moreover, if 
Rj (X)  := Fi(x)Pj i(X) = E rjk xk, 
i= 1 k=j 
then 
ord R j= j ,  j=0 ,1 , . . . .  (8) 
The form qS(Lo) is composed of constants: qS(L0) = Ed0. Thus R 0 = Fa0. Calculating qS(Ln) 
and R n for any n > 0 we use some forms q~(Lj) with j < n (more precisely, the coefficients of 
the Pj~'s) and the corresponding rests Rj (i.e., their coefficients rjk ). Each algorithm must taken 
into account hat 3Pnd" > 3Pjd ° ( j  < n). To obtain this greater degree of Prig one can proceed in 
different ways. The simplest method (but not the most economic one) consists of seeking qS(L) 
as a linear combination of the vector 
(0,...,0, x<n, 0,...,0) 
(its d,th component does not vanish) and of O(Ld, ), ~(Ld,+l), . . . ,  eo(L,_l). The rest 
x'°~,F<,(x)=f<oXiOd,+ . . .
corresponds to that vector. Hence, in virtue of (8), one can choose recurrently coefficients of the 
combination so that ord R, = n. The next theorem explains details of the procedure; Theorem 
5.4 from [7] is its particular case. 
Theorem 3.1. For any n >~ 0 one can calculate q~( L~) by the formula 
n--1 t X l" i = d n 
Phi(x) = E ~jPj i(x) -1"- ' ' 
j=l. ~0, i4=dn, 
where ln := l,a , 
1 
Yk := -- -- rkk 
and R,  by the formula 
f<,k-,o + j ovJrjk , 
n-1 
( i=1 ,2  ....  ,s),  (9) 
k=l~,  l ,+  1 , . . . ,n -  1, (10) 
rnk:=f<,~-,o+ E yjrjk, k=n,n+l , . . . .  (11) 
j=l. 
Proof. For any ~,j's it follows from (9) that 3Phi <~ lni (i = 1, 2, . . . ,  s), 3P, d° = l~. The remainder 
corresponding to the polynomials P,, equals 
n-1 ~ ~ ~ ( min{n-l,k} ) 
R, (x )  = • Vj rjk xk + Xt° fd.k xk= fa..k-,. + E vjrj~ X ~. 
j=l,, k=j k=0 k=l. j=l,, 
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Defining the 3'k's by the formula (10) (it is correct by (8)) we annihilate successively the 
coefficients of xt.,..., x n-a in R, and we obtain the inequality ord R, > n. [] 
The formulae (9)-(11) are rather time-consuming because, in general, the greater is n, the 
longer are the sums occurring therein. These formulae however are needed at least for l, = 0. In 
fact, then lya. = -1  for any j < n, i.e. O(Ly) does not depend on Fa.. On the other hand, 4~(L,) 
must depend on it and in order to calculate this form we need to introduce, one way or another, 
an information about Fd° which is absent in 4~(Lj) and Ry for j < n. 
In the two next theorems we suppose that 
ln_l,i>~O, i=  1, 2, . . . ,s ,  (12) 
i.e. that q,(Ln_l) (and thus @(Ln)) depends on all series Fa, F2,..., F s. If, for some i, 
I n_ l , i= ln i  = -1, then the series F~ may be removed from (F1, F2,... , Fs) and s may be 
decreased by 1. Hence, the condition (12) eliminates in fact only the case l,d" = 0 in which 
Theorem 3.1 may be used. 
The recurrence relations with the condition (12) are known since a long time. Pad6 [6] has 
proved (without specifying conditions) that for some periodic sequences { dy} there exists a 
recurrence relation of order s expressing q,(L,) in terms of ~(L,_s), . . . ,  @(L,_a); cf. also [3-5]. 
In [7, Theorem 5.1] Padr's idea is generalized. One has demonstrated that if the system 
(F1, F2,... , F~) is normal and (12) holds, then for any dn_s+l, dn_s+2, . . .  , d n there exist 
numbers r ~ {0, 1,..., s - 1}, fl,_~, ft,-s+1,..., fl,-~+r, ~n-s+l ' ' ' ' ,  "~n-1 that 
n-s+r n-1 
q~(L,)=x E flyep(Ly)+ E yfo(Ly). (13) 
j=n--s j=n-s+l  
The coefficients/3y are calculated from a linear system in which almost all coefficients do not 
vanish. One has proved, however [7, Theorem 5.2], that if at most one component of L, - L,_, 
vanishes, then this system is triangular. The 3,j.'s are always calculated from such a system. 
Applying (13) we can either 
(1) use arbitrary sequences { dy } what simplifies access to PHF of any order but complicates 
the procedure (a general algorithm for solving linear systems is needed), o r  
(2) limit ourselves to the sequences { dy } such that the matrix of the system with unknown/3y's 
is triangular what simplifies calculations but makes access to some forms more difficult. 
The idea applied in Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 is different. The formulae used here are not of 
minimal order s but for every { dy } all the coefficients are calculated from a triangular system. 
The formula (9) has, of course, this property. The formulae below express, however, ff(L,) by a 
smaller number of PHFs and in a pure homogeneous manner. 
Let m be the greatest integer such that m ~< n - s and that at most one component of L, - L,, 
vanishes. Suppose first this component ( he zth one, say) existing. There exist integers m' and 
m"  such that m < m' < m" <~ n, d m, = din,, , dj 4: d m, for m <j  < m'. It is possible that many 
pairs (m', m") exist. If d m, --g d n for every pair (this is possible only for s > 2), one should use 
Theorem 3.2. The calculations are shortest for the minimal m'. It is also possible that the 
numbers d,_,+ 1, d,_s+ 2 .... , d, are pairwise different. Only in this case all components of 
L, - L,_, equal 1. Then m = n - s; we put also z :=  din, m'  :=  m and we apply Theorem 3.2. In 
other cases, i.e. when d, is equal to one of the integers dm+l , . . .  , dn_l, we apply Theorem 3.3. 
Hence these two theorems generalize the formulae denoted in Pad~ approximation respectively 
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as 
or and • • • or * 
(cf. [2, Vol. I, p. 93] and [1, p. 32]). 
Theorem 3.2. f f  dn 
where 
and 
4= dj for m < j < n, then 
n-1 
dp(Ln)=Xdp(Lm+Edmt-Ez) + E yjdp(Lj), 
j=m+l 
(14) 
k-1 ) 
1 ^ 
Yk'-- rkk rk_ l+ Y'~ ~,jrjk , k=m+l ,m+2, . . . ,n -1 ,  (15) 
j=m+l 
l~(x) = E ^ :=R(L m + Edm t -- EZ)  
k=m 
n-1 
r ,k=?k_a+ ~ 7jrjk, k=n,  n+ l , . . .  . (16) 
j=m+l 
By Theorem 2.1 the form dp(L m + Edm ' - -Ez )  is a linear combination (with non-zero coeffi- 
cients flj) of the forms q,(Lm), q,(L~+a),.. . ,  q,(Lm, ) and the same concerns the corresponding 
remainders. This is true also when z = d,,, m' = m = n - s. Hence we calculate first the/3j's and 
Pl,'s and then we use the formulae (14)-(16). 
Proof .  I f  L .  - L m = (1, 1, . . . ,  1), then the first term of the right-hand side of (14) equals xO(Lm), 
i.e. its components have degrees l,a, 1,2,..., l,~. Moreover, ord(xRm(X)) = m + 1. Adjoining the 
terms ym+aRm+l(x) . . . .  , ~,,_lR,_~(x) with suitable coefficients ~,j to  xRm(x  ) one can succes- 
sively annihilate the coefficients of xm+a,... ,  X n-a in the formed power series. The sum 
n-1 
x (Lmt + Z  j,(Lj) 
j=m+l 
has the d,th component of degree l,a" >1 0 and the degrees of others components do not exceed 
the corresponding l,i. Hence this sum equals , ( L , ) .  
If exactly one component of L, - L m is equal to 0, then there exist the numbers m' and m" 
defined before Theorem 3.2. Since d m, --/: din+a, din+2,. . . ,  din,-1, z, by Theorem 2.1 
t 
m 
E Bj,(Lj). 
j=m 
The components of xq,( L m + Earn '
lmi + 1, i 4= din,, 
li* :=  lmi + 2, i = din,, 
lmi, i = Z. 
- E z) are of degrees 
i =/: z, 
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When we pass from L m to L, ,  every component but the zth one increases at least by 1, the latter 
does not change and the dm,th component increases at least by 2 because din, = dm,,. Hence 
lt* <~ lni ( i = 1, 2, . . . ,  s). Since we have supposed that d, 4= dj for m <j  < n, then l,a" = lind" + 1 
and l*a, = l~d., Of course, l,a ° > lj< for j < n. Therefore the last sum in (14), even for arbitrary 
~9's, does not affect the degree l~< of the d,th component in x~(L  m + E<, -  Ez). 
Since 
n-1 oe n-1 oe 
+ E x E + E E rj x 
j=m+l k=m j=rn+l k=j 
~ (min(k ,n -1})  
: r~-I J- E "~jrjk xk 
k=m+l j=m+] 
and rkk :/: 0 for all k ,  then in the case (15) the coefficients of x k (k < n) in this series vanish and 
the series (with the coefficients (16)) is the remainder of %(L,). [] 
It is worth while to remark that if an integer m' exists such that m < m'< n, d m, = d,, 
dk ~ d,  for m < k < n, k 4= m', then the formulae of Theorem 3.2 are true. In this case, however, 
the next theorem is better. 
In Theorem 3.3 we suppose (in contrast with the former one) that d,  is equal to one of the 
numbers din+l, din+2, . . . .  dn-a. Thus there exists a n' such that m < n' < n, d,, = d. ,  d i ~ d,  
for n' < i < n. There exist also non-negative integers q, Jo, Ja,..., Jq+l such that 
m=jo  <Jl < "'" <Jq<J'q+l= n' 
and that only in the orders Ljk (k = O, 1,. . . ,  q), but not in other Li's for m <i< n', some 
component attains the value occurring in L, .  This is the z th component for k = 0 and the djth 
one for k > 0. Hence djk -4= d i provided Jl, < i ~< n (k = 1, 2 . . . .  , q). The vector L,  - L,,  has 
s - q - 1 positive components with the indices different from z, d j , , . . . ,  djq; the d,th component 
equals 1. 
Theorem 3.3. I f  there exists an integer j such that m < j < n, d n = dj ,  then 
q+l n-1 
%(L.)=x E Bi%(Lj,)+ E "%ep(Lj), (IV) 
i=0 j=m+l 
where for arbitrary flq+ X --/: 0 the other fii' s are determined successively for i = q, q - 1 . . . .  ,0 so that 
the degree of the dj, th ( i > O) or the zth ( i = O) component of 
q+l 
k=i 
is less than lj, G (i > O) or than lmz (i =0)  and where the 7]'s are calculated from (15) for 
o¢ q+l 
k(x) = E E 
k=m i=0 
The remainder R ,  satisfies the formula (16). 
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Proof. Let us number the series F1, F2,...,F, so that z= l  (the first component of 
Lm, Lm+I,...,L,, is the same), d j1=2, dj =q+l ,  d , ,=d ,=q+2.  The coefficients 
flq, flq-~,..., flo are determined for the degrees o~ the q + 1 first components obe diminished at 
least by 1 in comparison with L,,. It is also known that lj, d, < l,,<, (i ~< q). Hence 
( q+l )){~ln'h' h<~ q+ 1, 
3 x~_,,SiPj, h(x =l,,,,~+1, h=q+2,  
i=0 ~ ln, h + 1, h > q + 2. 
Since the q + 2 first components of L,_ 1 - L,, vanish and the other ones are positive, for any 
yj's the degree of kth component of the right-hand side of (17) does not exceed l,~ and for 
k = q + 2 equals l,~. Choosing the "yj's as in the proof of Theorem 3.2 we obtain the remainder 
R, such that ord R, >~ n. [] 
To conclude this section, remark that for m = n -s  the formulae of Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 
form a particular case of (3.7) from [7]. The proof of that formula for arbitrary (dj } requires, 
however, complicated eterminantal identities, whereas here the two proofs are very easy. It is 
also rather easy to implement a method of computations based on Theorems 3.1-3.3. 
4. A generalization 
In Sections 2 and 3 we consider some problems of Pad~-Hermite approximation i the case of 
power series. A similar theory is possible for orthogonal series 
OQ 
F~(x) = E f~V~(x), i=l ,  2,...,s, 
k=0 
where { V k } is a sequence of orthogonal polynomials. An essential difference between the two 
cases results from the fact that the product V~V 1(k > 0) is a linear combination of V~_ 1, V k, Vk+ 1. 
Hence some formulae are here more complicated. In the problem considered in Section 2 is now 
necessary to calculate three instead two slices. Nevertheless, a similarity of the two cases is rather 
surprisingly large. 
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